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QUESTION 1

A customer is in the planning stage for a Hitachi NAS Platform MetroCluster implementation. You inform them that the
maximum number of primary volumes is 256 when using Hitachi NAS Platform software version 8. What is the reason
for this? 

A. P-Vol and S-Vol maximum LUN counts must be considered. 

B. MetroCluster only has license codes for 256 LUNs. 

C. Hitachi storage systems only support 256 volumes for replication. 

D. ShadowImage supports 128 copies of data. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer is running a multimedia based application and is looking for a Hitachi NAS Platform 3200 solution that is
capable of generating 2 GB/s throughput using the NFS protocol. They will re- use an existing Hitachi USP V and attach
it behind the Hitachi NAS Platform. What information should you gather before designing a solution meeting the
customer\\'s business requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. percentage of read and writes 

B. number of file systems 

C. NIS server details 

D. number of FEDs and BEDs 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

You are planning a data migration from a distributed Windows file server environment to a Hitachi NAS platform. You
have discovered that some of the applications use hard-coded IP addresses. You have also identified that login scripts
are used to map network drives for the end users. Which two methods can you use to minimize impact during the
migration? (Choose two.) 

A. Modify the login scripts to point to the new location regardless of host name or IP address. 

B. Use CNAME records to preserve the IP addresses for hard-coded applications. 

C. Use the same IP addresses on the EVSs as the original server for applications. 

D. Use CNS to present a unified namespace and transparently migrate the applications. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 4

Your customer is planning a disaster recovery site and they need to know the form factors of the Hitachi NAS Platform
models for physical planning purposes. Which two statements are correct ? (Choose two.) 

A. The 3090 fits into a 19 inch rack and is 3 rack units high. 

B. The 3080 fits into a 19 inch rack and is 2 rack units high. 

C. The 3200 fits into a 19 inch rack and is 4 rack units high. 

D. The 3090 and 3100 fit into a 19 inch rack and are of the same height. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

An enterprise customer has asked you to plan a data migration from their six existing Windows Storage Server clusters
to their Hitachi NAS platform 3090 cluster. They are currently using DFS and all of the current user access is mapped to
the DFS namespace. You are asked to deliver a transparent migration strategy to minimize user impact. Which optimal
migration strategy do you recommend? 

A. Create an EVS for each server instance and assume the original name and IP address. 

B. Consolidate the environment to two EVSs, migrate the shares and link them to the same DFS context. 

C. Use Cluster Name Space and build a namespace that mirrors the current DFS namespace. 

D. Use CNAME records to point end-users to EVS instances using the same UNC path. 

Correct Answer: B 
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